HOW TO ATTEND THE VANCOUVER INSTITUTE ONLINE LECTURES

To respect physical distancing due to Covid-19 safety measures, this Spring lecture series will be delivered online at 8:15 pm through Zoom Webinars. You will need a link to join. The link to each lecture will be:

(1) Delivered weekly to you via email, if you are a member.
(2) Posted on the Vancouver Institute website: http://vancouverinstitute.ca and the Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/TheVancouverInstitute

Once you get the weekly link you should sign in early to ensure your participation in the Q&As. Otherwise, you will be able to see the lecture, but not have an opportunity to send in questions for the speaker.

PLEASE CLIP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

FREE Saturday Evening Webinar Lectures
Spring Program 2022

January 29
Dr. Gregory Mackie  
Professor of English  
University of British Columbia
THE EXTRAORDINARY AFTERLIFE OF OSCAR WILDE

February 5
Dr. Joy Johnson  
President Simon Fraser University
A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE: HOW UNIVERSITIES MUST EVOLVE IN A POST-COVID WORLD

February 12
Mr. Benjamin Perrin  
Professor, Peter A. Allard School of Law  
University of British Columbia
OVERDOSE: HEARTBREAK AND HOPE IN CANADA’S OPIOID CRISIS

February 19
Ivan Coyote  
Spoken word performer, Alice Munro Chair in Creativity, Western University
LETTERS, CONNECTIONS, AND CURES

March 5
Dr. Amanda Vincent  
Professor, Oceans and Fisheries, Director, Project Seahorse, UBC
WHAT TO DO ABOUT OCEAN CLEARCUTTING AND ANNIHILATION FISHING

March 12
Dr. Andrew Weaver  
Professor, Earth and Ocean Sciences  
University of Victoria
BACK TO THE FUTURE: REVISITING THE CLIMATE CHANGE CRISIS A DECADE LATER

March 19
Ms. Tricia Smith  
President, Canadian Olympic Committee
THE FUTURE OF THE OLYMPIC MOVEMENT IN CANADA

March 26
Iaxla̓t̓x̑w̓ Dr. Jeannette Armstrong  
Canada Research Chair in Syilx Okanagan Philosophy, UBC Okanagan
THE ROLE OF INDIGENOUS GOVERNED INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER ADULT LEARNING IN INDIGENOUS LANGUAGE RECOVERY

April 2
Dal Grauer Memorial Lecture
Ms. Elizabeth Kolbert  
Award-winning author and journalist
UNDER A WHITE SKY: THE NATURE OF THE FUTURE

March 29
Global Reporting Centre
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